GENERAL NOTES:
1. The map datum is NAD83.
2. Scale:
3. Credits:
4. In the event that the map information is out of scale or the map is altered, the scale shall be re-drawn in scale with an appropriate scale.
5. The map information is out of scale or the map is altered, the scale shall be re-drawn in scale with an appropriate scale.
6. The map information is out of scale or the map is altered, the scale shall be re-drawn in scale with an appropriate scale.
7. The map information is out of scale or the map is altered, the scale shall be re-drawn in scale with an appropriate scale.

WINTER QUARTERS
GENERAL NOTES:
1. The date 28-9-69.
2. Usage: Residential
3. Owner: Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
4. Prepared by: Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
5. Drawn by: Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
6. This plan is for information only. All dimensions are not shown.
7. Plans subject to change by owner.
8. Scale of reference must be.

CABINS 7, 8 & 9